Synthesis and characterization of pH-sensitive, biotinylated MRI contrast agents and their conjugates with avidin.
Responsive or smart contrast agents (SCAs) provide new opportunities in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to examine a number of physiological and pathological events. However, their application in vivo remains challenging. Therefore, much research is focused on the optimization of their properties, to enable their use in additional imaging modalities, pre-targeted delivery, or to increase the local concentration of the agent. The key feature in the SCA synthetic modification is the retention of their physicochemical properties related to the specific MR response. Here, we report the preparation and characterization of pH sensitive SCAs appended with a phosphonate pendant arm and either an aliphatic (GdL(1)) or aromatic linker (GdL(2)). The longitudinal relaxivity of GdL(1) and GdL(2) increases by 146% and 31%, respectively, while the pH decreases from 9 to 5. These two SCAs were converted to the biotinylated systems GdL(3) and GdL(4) and their interaction with avidin was investigated. The binding affinity with avidin was assessed with a fluorescence displacement assay and with MRI phantom experiments in a 3T MRI scanner. The fluorometric assay and MRI E-titrations revealed a 3 : 1 binding mode of GdL(3-4) to avidin with the binding affinity as high as that of the parent avidin-biotin complex. The high binding affinity was confirmed with MRI by a competitive assay. The avidin-GdL(3-4) complexes thus obtained exhibit changes in both r(1) and r(2) that are pH dependent. The results reveal a new pathway for the modification and improvement of SCAs to make them more suitable for in vivo application.